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[1] We present the first global distribution of the average estimated peak currents in
negative lightning flashes using 1 year of continuous data from the Vaisala global
lightning data set GLD360. The data set, composed of 353 million flashes, was compared
with the National Lightning Detection NetworkTM for peak current accuracy, location
accuracy, and detection efficiency. The validation results demonstrated a mean (geometric
mean) peak current magnitude error of 21% (6%), a median location accuracy of 2.5 km,
and a relative ground flash detection efficiency of 57% averaged over all positive and
negative reference flashes, and 67% for all reference flashes above 15 kA. The
distribution of peak currents for negative flashes shifts to higher magnitudes over the
ocean. Three case study 10ı�10ı regions are analyzed, in which the peak current
enhancement is extremely sharp at the coastline, suggesting that the higher peak currents
for oceanic lightning cannot be solely attributable to network artifacts such as detection
efficiency and peak current estimation error. In these regions, the geometric mean and
95th percentile of the peak current distribution for negative cloud to ocean flashes is
22%–88% and 65%–121% higher, respectively, compared to cloud to ground flashes in
nearby land regions. Globally, the majority of all negative flashes with estimated peak
current magnitude above 75 kA occur over the ocean.
Citation: Said, R. K., M. B. Cohen, and U. S. Inan (2013), Highly intense lightning over the oceans: Estimated peak currents
from global GLD360 observations, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118, doi:10.1002/jgrd.50508.

1. Introduction
[2] It is well known that cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning

flashes are a significant weather hazard. The high tempera-
ture, large and rapid charge transfer, large voltage gradient,
and impulsive electromagnetic field that are associated with
a CG lightning flash pose a safety risk to humans and ani-
mals [Holle et al., 2005] and are well-known causes of
damage to electrical systems and power transmission lines
[Kappenman and Van House, 1996]. Airports must con-
tinuously monitor nearby thunderstorm activity in order to
cease outdoor operations, especially aircraft refueling, when
there is a threat of a CG strike. Space launch criteria are
also limited by nearby lightning activity [Stano et al., 2010;
Merceret et al., 2010]. Lightning location systems (LLS)
are deployed around the world to monitor thunderstorm
activity in order to mitigate these hazards posed by electrical
activity in thunderstorms. These networks also establish
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large databases that can be used to investigate historical
lightning patterns and parameters.

[3] The basic anatomy of a CG flash is well understood
[e.g., Uman and Krider, 1982] and is summarized in the
literature related to lightning locating systems [e.g., Krider
et al., 1976; Cummins et al., 1998a; Cummins and Murphy,
2009]. The present work is concerned, in particular, with
estimating the peak currents in negative first and subsequent
return strokes. Using channel-base current measurements
from rocket-triggered lightning experiments, Thottappillil
and Uman [1993] have documented that a simple transmis-
sion line model of the return stroke current gives a close
approximation of the radiated field during the beginning of
a return stroke, i.e., up to the time of the initial peak. One
consequence of this model is that at a given distance, and
assuming a constant return stroke speed along a vertical
channel, the peak radiated field is proportional to the peak
current. This relationship has been used in many operational
applications to estimate the peak current in individual return
strokes [Cummins et al., 1998b; Cummins and Murphy,
2009].

[4] The peak current is not well correlated with the total
charge transferred during a return stroke. In many flashes,
the currents continue to flow from the cloud to the ground
between strokes, transferring the bulk of the charge over the
entire flash [Rakov and Uman, 2003]. Nevertheless, peak
current measurements are of fundamental interest, as they
quantify the strength of the impulsive phase of the return
stroke. The peak impulse current in a stroke likely depends
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on the amount of charge deposited on the lower portion of
the channel by the stepped or dart leader [Schoene et al.,
2010] and is used as an input parameter to over-voltage
models for power transmission and distribution lines [Nucci
et al., 1993; Paolone et al., 2009].

[5] The return strokes that follow both stepped and dart
leaders generate impulsive radio waves that can be measured
at long distances at frequencies from a few Hertz through to
the optical band. The radio spectrum from CG return strokes
peaks near 5–10 kHz, with a power spectrum that falls off
inversely with frequency [LeVine, 1987]. The resulting radio
impulses, termed radio atmospherics or, colloquially, sfer-
ics, propagate from the source, disperse, and attenuate with
distance due to a finite ground conductivity and the iono-
sphere. Long-distance LLS operate by measuring these radio
waves at multiple geographically separated sensors. Mod-
ern networks measure the arrival time and/or arrival angle
of the sferics at multiple sensors and use an optimization
routine that minimizes the sum of squared errors among all
sensors that measured the sferic in order to geolocate the
return stroke.

[6] Since the higher frequency signals attenuate faster
in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide, long-range networks,
which are capable of detecting lightning flashes >1000 km
from each sensor, operate in the very low frequency (VLF;
3–30 kHz) range. Precision networks measure higher fre-
quency content in the low frequency (LF; 30–300 kHz) band
or higher to improve timing and therefore location accuracy
but are limited by operating sensor ranges of a few hun-
dreds of kilometers. One network that has been operating
continuously in the U.S. for over 20 years is the National
Lightning Detection NetworkTM (NLDN) [Krider et al.,
1976; Cummins and Murphy, 2009]. This network uses a
combination of arrival azimuth and arrival time measure-
ments to compute geolocations using two or more sensors.
Since it relies on VLF/LF measurements to obtain accu-
rate arrival time information, the operating range of the
network is limited to a few hundred kilometers from the net-
work’s boundary, roughly defined by the U.S. coastline. The
NLDN currently detects �90%–95% of CG flashes accord-
ing to model estimates [Cummins and Murphy, 2009]. Using
data from rocket-triggered lightning experiments as ground
truth, Nag et al. [2011] reported a 92% NLDN ground flash
detection efficiency (DE) and a median location error of
308 m. A recent deployment of propagation corrections has
improved the location accuracy to �250 m [Cummins et al.,
2010].

[7] Establishing global patterns of the estimated peak
current is relevant both for storm dynamics and safety.
Several lightning climatology studies that use data from
the NLDN have shown contour maps of the average peak
current estimates. In a study of the climatology of large peak
current events over the U.S. from summer months between
1991 and 1995, Lyons et al. [1998] noted an increase in
the relative occurrence of very intense (>75 kA) negative
strokes in the Gulf of Mexico and off of the southeast-
ern U.S. coastline. The observed enhancement generally
follows the coastline, with a soft boundary along the east-
ern U.S. coastline and some of the enhancement seen over
land on the Gulf boundary. The authors postulated that
the high conductivity of the salt water was responsible
for this increase, though they could not explain the higher

peak currents as much as 100 km inland from the Gulf
of Mexico.

[8] Using a decade of NLDN data, from 1989 to 1998,
Orville and Huffines [2001] confirmed the observation that
peak current magnitudes increase on average over the ocean
for negative CG flashes. Median peak currents jumped from
�27 kA to >30 kA along much of the Gulf coast and
eastern U.S. coastline. The same soft boundary is seen in
parts of the Gulf coast and the eastern coast of Florida and
the northeastern coast of the U.S. In contrast to negative
cloud to ground/ocean flashes, median peak currents from
positive flashes did not show an increase across the land-
sea boundary. In a follow-up study using NLDN data from
2001 to 2009, Orville et al. [2011] reported very similar
results, showing no enhancement over the Great Lakes, and
a relatively sharp enhancement in median negative oceanic
lightning peak currents, beyond what one would expect from
network effects alone. No similar enhancement was seen in
positive flash data.

[9] Instead of an actual increase in peak current,
Cummins et al. [2005] argue that it is more likely that only
the peak field, which is used by LLS to infer peak cur-
rent, is enhanced due to the specifics of the attachment
process between a negative stepped leader and salt water.
Most previous observations and theoretical formulations of
the attachment process focus on strikes to grounded struc-
tures [Berger, 1967; Cooray and Theethayi, 2007], though
video observations of natural lightning have shown that
upward connecting leaders induced by stepped leaders that
precede new ground contact points are much longer (tens
of meters) than those induced by dart leaders in subsequent
strokes [Orville and Idone, 1982]. Cummins et al. [2005]
specifically investigated the relationship to the leader type
of the observed enhancement of oceanic lightning peak cur-
rents by comparing thematic averaged peak current maps
in the Southeast U.S. and surrounding oceanic regions for
four classes of events: positive first strokes, positive subse-
quent strokes, negative first strokes, and negative subsequent
strokes. The enhanced peak current was only observed for
negative first strokes (roughly 25% increase across the land-
sea boundary), leading the authors to suggest that the effect
is due to the properties of the attachment process for negative
stepped leaders over a smooth, highly conducting surface.
While the low surge impedance of salt water could inter-
act in some preferential way with the impedance of negative
stepped leader channels, they suggest two other mechanisms
that could enhance the peak field without increasing the peak
current. An increased return stroke velocity resulting from
either the surge impedance of salt water or by an enhance-
ment of the electric field due to reduced boundary layer
screening would lead to a larger peak field for a given peak
current, according to the transmission line model used to
relate peak currents to the measured field. The second pro-
posed mechanism stems from E and dE/dt measurements of
first cloud-to-ocean strokes reported by Murray et al. [2005].
The authors found that 37% of first return strokes had at
least one dE/dt pulse within 1 �s of the dominant peak. The
median peak E-field from these events was 38% larger than
strokes with only one dE/dt pulse due to the integrated effect
of multiple dE/dt pulses. The authors suggested the multi-
ple dE/dt pulses could be due to multiple branches in the last
leader step or upward connecting discharges. It is unclear if
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a similarly complicated attachment process occurs over land
or over poorly conducting freshwater.

[10] Tyahla and Lopez [1994] investigated the peak cur-
rent distribution in two small (60 km) coastal regions near
the Kennedy Space Center in Florida where the trigger-
ing biases were minimal. The authors did not notice more
intense field changes from sea lightning, indicating that the
transition may be more gradual in some regions like Florida,
consistent with Orville and Huffines [2001].

[11] These past studies of peak current distributions using
NLDN data were limited by the geographic extent of the
network. Füllekrug et al. [2002] investigated very intense
lightning on a global scale using a network of three mag-
netometers sensitive to extremely low frequency (ELF)
waves and found that the majority of negative return strokes
with large charge moments (–6 kC � km to –2 kC � km)
occurred over the oceans. Global lightning climatologies
have also been based on satellite measurements, such
as the global lightning flash density map produced by
Christian et al. [2003] using satellite-based optical measure-
ments. This experiment provided the first estimate of global
lightning flash rate distribution using a systematic sampling
of in-cloud and cloud-to-ground flash data, but it did not
attempt to estimate peak current values for individual return
strokes. Christian et al. [2003] did find that total flash occur-
rence is roughly an order of magnitude higher over land
compared to ocean.

[12] Evidence for a larger relative population of high peak
current flashes over the ocean has been reported using Elve
counts detected by the Imager of Sprites and Upper Atmo-
sphere Lightning (ISUAL) sensor on the FORMOSAT-2
satellite as a proxy measurement [Chen et al., 2008]. The
ISUAL sensor measured optical signatures of various tran-
sient luminous events, including Elves, which are optical
emissions at altitudes of 75–95 km produced by heating and
ionization from the VLF electromagnetic pulse generated by
lightning return strokes [Inan et al., 1991; Fukunishi et al.,
1996; Inan et al., 1997]. The occurrence of Elves is corre-
lated with the LLS-reported peak current of individual return
strokes: Barrington-Leigh and Inan [1999] observed Elves
for all ground flashes with peak currents larger than 57 kA
but reported a much lower incidence for weaker flashes.
Thus, a global survey of Elves can serve as a proxy for a
global climatology of large (>60 kA) peak current flashes.
From the ISUAL data, Chen et al. [2008] reported a land-to-
ocean ratio of 1.1:1 for Elves. Since there is a �10:1 ratio
of land to oceanic lightning, this result infers that the rela-
tive occurrence of Elves, and therefore of large peak current
flashes, is much higher over the ocean.

[13] In this paper, we use data from the global lightning
data set GLD360, which is generated by a long-range LLS
network owned and operated by Vaisala, to study nega-
tive first-stroke peak current distributions on a global scale.
Previous validation studies have put the median location
accuracy at 2–5 km and the CG flash DE at�70% [Poelman
et al., 2013; Pohjola and Mäkelä, 2013], which is excep-
tionally good for a global LLS. GLD360 is also the first
global LLS to estimate peak current for all detected indi-
vidual return strokes, though the source type (cloud pulses
versus return strokes) is not reported. The global reach of
GLD360, coupled with its ability to report peak current val-
ues across the entire domain of the network, provides a

unique data set for investigating peak current distributions
across multiple regions of the world. We present below the
first observations of lightning peak current measurements on
a global scale based on a year of lightning geolocation data
from the GLD360 data set.

[14] Section 2 begins with a detailed description of
GLD360, its approach to estimating peak current values, and
a validation of the peak current values and location accu-
racy using NLDN data as a reference. The data processing
used to display data in thematic maps is also discussed.
Section 3 presents summary statistics and distributions of
GLD360-determined peak current values and focuses on
three regions to highlight land-sea peak current differences.
Section 4 discusses the results in the context of the network’s
performance limitations.

2. Measurements and Display Methods
[15] The methodology of GLD360 is detailed in Said et al.

[2010]. Each sensor stores a local empirical waveform bank,
which catalogs the expected sferic waveform shape, indexed
by distance and ionospheric profile. The empirical waveform
bank was derived using a VLF receiver and known light-
ning location data from NLDN. The most reliably repetitive
features (either the rising portion of the ground wave or the
zero-crossing of the first or second ionospheric reflection)
are used to establish the precise arrival time of the sferic at
the receiver. Finally, the arrival angle is determined [Said
et al., 2010]. This information is sent back to a central pro-
cessor, which then aggregates arrival time data to make a
determination of the event’s time and location using an opti-
mization routine that minimizes the squared error of all time
and azimuth measurements. The network also measures the
polarity of each stroke via the cross correlation with the
waveform bank. An event must be simultaneously detected
by at least three sensors to be geolocated, though most are
detected by more.

[16] Each sensor measures the peak magnitude of the
magnetic field, which is used by the central processor to
estimate the peak current of each event. Since GLD360
was designed for uniform coverage across the globe from
land-based sensors, detection ranges of thousands of kilo-
meters are necessary; hence, its sensors are sensitive to the
VLF frequency band [Cohen et al., 2010]. After geolocation,
the peak magnitudes are corrected by the source-receiver
distance using a propagation model and then converted
to a peak current value using a conversion coefficient [Said
et al., 2010]. Since the magnetic field, rather than elec-
tric field, is used to measure the sferic, each sensor is less
susceptible to field enhancements due to local terrain and
ground electrical conductivity. The peak current estimate of
the detected event is calculated by taking a weighted average
of the estimates from each sensor contributing to the geolo-
cation solution. To mitigate the effects of saturation at any
given receiver for very large events, sensor reports that are
near saturation are down-weighted compared to sensor mea-
surements with amplitudes that are well within the dynamic
range limits of the sensor. While GLD360 does not currently
distinguish between ground and cloud flashes, propagation-
adjusted VLF peak values (measured in picoteslas) are used
to assign an effective peak current to each event, referenced
to NLDN CG strokes.
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional histogram of GLD360-
reported peak currents versus NLDN-reported peak currents
for events matched over the U.S. between 21 July 2011
and 21 July 2012. The color scale indicates the number of
matched events in each 1 kA � 1 kA bin. Slope ˙1 lines
are drawn for reference. Bins with fewer than 300 matched
events are omitted.

[17] Validating peak current reports of naturally occur-
ring CG strokes is a challenging task. A structure or tower
can be equipped with current measurement devices, but
the metallic structure itself alters the electrical properties
of the upward leaders and attachment process [Bazelyan
and Chichinskiy, 2009]. Another approach uses channel-
base current measurements from rocket-triggered lightning.
The phenomenology of a rocket-triggered stroke is similar
to that of a natural stroke following a dart leader, so this
technique does not necessarily validate peak current reports
of strokes following a stepped leader, including first strokes
and subsequent strokes forming new ground contact points.
A recent validation study comparing 5 years of rocket-
triggered lightning data to geolocated NLDN events found
an arithmetic mean (median) magnitude error of 17% (13%)
[Nag et al., 2011].

[18] For VLF sensors, the validity of the transmission
line model begins to break down due to the increasing
wavelength size with respect to the channel length. Fur-
thermore, beyond �700 km, the peak field amplitude of
the received waveform is received from ionospheric reflec-
tions rather than the ground wave. Nevertheless, Said et al.
[2010] showed a strong correlation between inferred peak
current values using VLF measurements and those reported
by the medium-range NLDN. A linear relationship between
the peak currents reported by NLDN and the measured
peak VLF amplitude was shown, where approximately two
thirds of the events were within a factor of 1.69 of the
average value.

[19] An expanded validation of GLD360’s peak current
values is presented here, using NLDN values over a large
portion of the U.S. and over a much longer time window.
The NLDN is chosen due to its convenience and provides

a large coverage area with near-uniform precision network-
quality performance. While this comparison only validates
GLD360’s peak current performance over the U.S., the same
propagation parameters are applied in other regions of the
globe. Figure 1 shows a 2-D histogram of peak current
values for events matched to NLDN ground strokes using
1 kA � 1 kA bins. A time-space coincident window of
150 �s and 50 km, respectively, was used to match events
between the two data sets, over a common latitude/longitude
bound of [25, 55], [–125, –70]. With perfect correlation
between the two data sets, the histogram would lie entirely
on the dotted +1 slope line. Correlated events in the quad-
rants occupied by the –1 slope line indicate events where the
two networks measured opposite polarities. NLDN classifies
all positive events with peak current <15 kA as cloud pulses,
so there is a gap for small positive events.

[20] Figure 2 quantifies the mean, geometric mean, and
percent polarity agreements versus peak current between
the two networks. Averaged across all peak current values,
the two networks measured the same polarity for 96% of
matched strokes. The overall geometric (arithmetic) peak
current magnitude error is 6% (21)%. Since these errors
are in reference to NLDN strokes, we multiply (add) these
values to the median (mean) of the NLDN peak current
errors from Nag et al. [2011] to obtain a worst-case magni-
tude geometric (arithmetic) mean error of 20% (38%). Since
peak current values roughly follow a log-normal distribu-
tion [Berger, 1975], so do the peak current errors, and so the
unreported geometric mean of the NLDN peak current error
distribution should approximately equal the median. We reit-
erate that these estimates are only validated for subsequent
strokes in negative CG flashes.

[21] The relative peak current performance metrics
degrade for weak reference events. The steep increase of
the mean compared to the geometric mean of the magni-
tude error for these weak events suggests a small population
of relatively large magnitude error events, though the small
reference peak current leads to a large relative error for
even modest absolute magnitude peak current errors. The
decreased performance for these weak events may be due
to a lower signal to noise ratio and likely due to some mix-
ing with misclassified cloud pulses or miscorrelated stepped
leaders.

[22] Figure 3 validates GLD360’s location accuracy
over the same latitude/longitude and time window used
above. This plot shows the histogram and cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) for the collection of
relative distances between matched GLD360 events and
NLDN strokes. The median (90th percentile) location
accuracy is �2.5 (17.5) km. The secondary hump near
11 km error is due to “two-cycle” errors and GLD360’s
current limitations to correct for mixed day-night paths
[Said et al., 2010]. The majority of events are located
within a typical storm cell size, and thus, the extent of
the thunderstorm activity is well captured by the net-
work.

[23] Another important metric for a LLS is the detection
efficiency, which can be defined in multiple ways. Using the
NLDN network as a reference, we investigate here the rel-
ative ground flash detection efficiency—the percentage of
NLDN-recorded ground flashes that had at least one con-
stituent stroke matched to a GLD360 event using the time
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Figure 2. Quantification of the peak current performance from the data plotted in Figure 1, calculated
for each 1 kA bin. The filled histogram shows the number of matched events. The blue, black, and red
curves plot the percent matched events with the same polarity, and the mean and geometric mean of the
peak current magnitude error as a percentage, respectively.

and space match window above. This metric does not give
an overall flash detection efficiency, since it excludes cloud
flashes. We also do not adjust the values for the absolute
ground flash DE of NLDN. Averaged over all flashes for
the 1 year period beginning 21 July 2011, and using the
latitude and longitude bounds given above, GLD360’s rel-
ative ground flash DE was 57%. For NLDN flashes with a
peak current magnitude (determined by the first stroke in the
flash) over 15 kA, the relative DE was 67%. Over the U.S.,
there are several key sensors in the GLD360 network that are
responsible for providing coverage to that region. If we filter
out days where at least one of these sensors was unavailable
for the entire day, which was 25% of all calendar days dur-
ing this time span, the relative DE jumps to 63% over all
peak current ranges, and 72% for flashes with peak current
magnitude over 15 kA.

[24] Section 3 presents several thematic maps with flash
densities and the geometric mean (GM) and 95th percentiles
of estimated peak current values. The percentile values are
calculated using the “P2-Algorithm,” a constant-memory
technique for estimating quantiles [Jain and Chlamtac,
1985]. Since peak current magnitudes typically follow a log-
normal distribution, the geometric mean is the appropriate
metric to capture the average of the distribution. The 95th
percentile estimate characterizes the upper tail of the dis-
tribution. Since only 1 year of data was used, grid sizes of
0.5ı � 0.5ı (Figures 4–6) and 0.25ı � 0.25ı (Figure 8) were
used to ensure sufficient statistics in each pixel. In order to
aid in the visual identification of contour lines and to filter
out high spatial frequency variations due to the limited sam-
ple size, the geospatial data were spatially upsampled using
nearest-neighbor interpolation [Lehmann et al., 1999] and
then convolved with a Gaussian kernel

G(i, j) =
�
2��2�–1 exp

�
–(i2 + j2)/(2�2)

�

[Kisacanin et al., 2009, pp. 104]. Attributing a characteristic
width to the convolution filter of �2�� pixels, which is the
inverse of the standard deviation of the Fourier Transform
of G, the spatial resolution of the resulting image with orig-

inal pixel width D (�55 km for Figures 4–6 and �27 km
for Figure8) that has been upsampled by a factor of N and
convolved with G is � D(2�� /N). Assuming square pix-
els, which is approximately true for subtropical and tropical
latitudes, and with N = 6 and � = 1.91, the minimum
discernible feature size is �2D. The net effect is the abil-
ity to visually inspect contour lines coupled with the ability
to discern gradients within each color range. These filter
coefficients are used in all thematic maps below.

3. Results
[25] This section presents a series of thematic maps and

statistical results from GLD360 flash incidence and peak
current data over a 1 year period, from 21 July 2011 through
21 July 2012. Over this period, GLD360 detected 353
million flashes across the globe, which averages to 11.2
flashes/s. Assuming an average�3:1 ratio of cloud flashes to
ground flashes [Prentice and MacKerras, 1977; Boccippio et
al., 2001] and if GLD360’s ground flash detection efficiency
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Figure 4. (a) Number of events, (b) peak current magni-
tude geometric mean, and (c) peak current magnitude 95th
percentile of all first negative events from flashes detected by
GLD360. Each plot is constructed with 0.5ı � 0.5ı bins that
have been upsampled by a factor of 6 and smoothed using
a Gaussian filter with � = 1.91, giving approximate spatial
resolution of 1.0ı. Each of the 11 color ranges in Figure 4a,
including the dark and light gray regions, marks a factor of
2 increase in the average detected flash density. The lowest
gray box captures regions with flash densities down to 0.004
flashes � km–2 � yr–1; regions with lower flash densities are not
shown. The color ranges in Figures 4b and 4c mark 5 kA and
10 kA increments, respectively. The segmented color scale
is chosen to highlight contour lines. Regions with fewer than
0.02 flashes � km–2 � yr–1 are omitted in Figures 4b and 4c.
The bounding boxes in Figure 4a indicate regions A, B, and
C in Figure 8.

is much higher than its cloud flash detection efficiency,
this figure is consistent with the �45 flashes/s reported by
Christian et al. [2003]. Since the source type (CG versus
cloud pulse) is unknown, all detected events were treated
as possible ground strokes. All events were first clustered
into flashes, using the same grouping algorithm detailed in
Cummins et al. [1998b], but with a 20 km coincidence win-
dow to accommodate a larger tail in location errors from the
lower precision data set. Each constituent stroke in the clus-
tered flashes was then identified by its stroke order, starting
with one for the first identified event in the flash.

[26] Figure 4a shows the number of negative flashes
detected by GLD360 per square kilometer over the 1 year
period. The flash density values have not been corrected for

DE. Since the values are uncalibrated, and since all positive
flashes (which include many cloud events) have been filtered
out of the data set, this figure is not meant to establish a
global lightning rate climatology, as was done using 5 years
of satellite observations in Christian et al. [2003]. Neverthe-
less, many features from the satellite-based global lightning
distribution seen in Figure 4 of Christian et al. [2003] are
readily apparent. Flash densities are generally higher over
land due to greater vertical instability caused by diurnal heat-
ing of the terrestrial landmasses. The Southeast U.S., central
Africa, and Southeast Asia are global hot spots of lightning,
along with significant activity in Central and South Amer-
ica. Much of the fine structure of previously reported global
flash density rates are also reproduced in this plot.

[27] The next two panels in Figure 4 show the geometric
mean and 95th percentile of estimated peak current magni-
tudes of the first detected events in negative flashes. As with
Figure 4a, these results have not been corrected for DE. Over
large portions of the ocean, the GM is over 35 kA. This skew
to higher magnitudes is partially due to a lower DE over the
oceans where the average sensor density drops, since at least
three sensors are needed to geolocate a lightning event. Each
sensor has a minimum detectable amplitude threshold dic-
tated by the local noise profile. As the distance from a region
to the closest three sensors increases and thus the attenuation

(a) Number of Detected Subsequent Negative events

(b) |I|p Geometric Mean, Subsequent Events in Negative Flashes

(c)  |I|p 95th Percentile, Subsequent Events in Negative Flashes
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Figure 5. (a) Number of events, (b) peak current magni-
tude geometric mean, and (c) peak current magnitude 95th
percentile of all subsequent negative events from flashes
detected by GLD360. The color ranges are the same as in
Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Number of negative events (first and subsequent strokes) with detected peak current magni-
tude (top) above 75 kA and (bottom) 150 kA. The same bin size and processing parameters from Figure 4
are applied here. Regions with event densities below 0.004 events � km–2 � yr–1 are not shown.

from the source of the detected sferics increases, the dis-
tribution of detected peak currents skew toward more pow-
erful (higher peak current) events. Nevertheless, it is clear
from the GM plot and, to a much greater extent, the 95th
percentile plot that the peak current magnitude distribution
skews toward higher peak current values over the oceans,
with sharp gradients along several of the coastlines. The
freshwater Great Lakes in the U.S. show no noticeable peak
current enhancement. The Black and Caspian seas display
a modest enhancement over the immediately surrounding
land areas.

[28] Figure 5 shows the corresponding global thematic
maps for subsequent strokes in negative flashes. The land-
sea boundaries for these subsequent stroke currents are
less pronounced. Nevertheless, there is still a noticeable
enhancement across many land-sea boundaries, including
along the western Mexican and Central American coast-
line, along western Africa, and along several coastlines in
Southeast Asia.

[29] Figure 6 plots the total count density of all GLD360-
detected events over 75 and 150 kA. Contrasting this plot
with the flash densities shown in Figure 4a, it is clear that the
high peak current regions are disproportionally distributed
over the oceans. Large portions of the U.S., South America,
and Africa have relatively high annual flash rates but com-
paratively low absolute numbers of very high peak current
events. The high flash rates in Southeast Asia also produce
a high density of large peak current events, but the distri-
bution of high peak current events is visibly skewed to the
oceanic and coastal areas. The two highest active regions for
very large peak current events are centered off the eastern
and western shores of Costa Rica and Panama, and in the
Malacca straight in Malaysia. The distribution of high peak
current events is consistent with the distribution of Elves
measured by the ISUAL experiment. Chen et al. [2008]

show high Elve rates in these same two regions, along with
other regions in Southeast Asia and Papua New Guinea that
also have a high occurrence of large peak current events.

[30] Figure 7 shows a distribution of global peak current
estimates for the entire year and the ratio of these distribu-
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Figure 8. Thematic plots from three regions highlighted in Figure 4, with 0.25ı � 0.25ı bins that have
been upsampled by a factor of 6 and smoothed using a Gaussian filter with � = 1.91, giving approximate
spatial resolution of 0.5ı. First column shows flash density for regions A, B, and C, corresponding to
latitude and longitude ranges [25, 35], [–95, –85]; [0, 10], [–10, 0]; and [0, 10], [107, 117] degrees, respec-
tively. Each 10ı � 10ı window contains a coastline boundary. The side labeled with an “L” indicates the
land region, and the side with an “S” indicates the oceanic region. Second column (third column) shows
geometric mean (95th percentile) of the peak current magnitude from first strokes in negative flashes for
regions A, B, and C.

tions for each peak current bin. The distributions have been
normalized by the total land and sea area resulting in equal
area density values, and the data were limited to ˙50ı to
minimize the effects of a decreasing DE at extreme latitudes.
Both the land and oceanic distributions peak near 10 kA, but
the high peak current tail of the oceanic distribution curve
falls off at a slower rate than the tail of the correspond-
ing land distribution. The drop in counts for peak current
magnitudes below 10 kA is due both to a true drop in the
CG peak current distribution and a decreasing DE for weak
CG strokes and cloud pulses. The relative enhancement of
the estimated peak current in oceanic lightning compared
to lightning over land is consistent with the larger enhance-
ment seen in the 95th percentile plots as compared to the
GM plots of estimated peak current in Figures 4 and 5. The
ratio of normalized global land to sea counts (Figure 7b)
peaks at �10 for weak (�10 kA) events. In the high peak
current tails, the oceanic distribution crosses over the land
distribution at �150 kA. For peak current events above
300 kA, the normalized occurrence density over the ocean is
twice that detected over land. On this global scale, a similar
enhancement of large oceanic peak current events is seen for
subsequent strokes.

[31] Without normalizing by land/sea area, the crossover
to higher absolute counts of oceanic events occurs at lower
peak current magnitudes. For first (subsequent) strokes,
there are more oceanic lightning events globally with esti-
mated peak currents above 75 (51) kA than land events. For
both first and subsequent strokes, there are twice as many
global oceanic lightning events with estimated peak currents
above 140 kA than land events. Given the 10:1 occurrence

of land to oceanic lightning globally, these results
emphasize the skew toward larger values in the oceanic
negative lightning peak current distribution.

[32] In an effort to remove bias due to a drop in detec-
tion efficiency in the more remote oceanic areas, three
regions were isolated and analyzed separately. These three
regions, indicated by boxes A, B, and C in Figure 4a, cover
10ı � 10ı boxes, with a land:sea partition roughly bisect-
ing each bounding box. Figure 8 shows enlarged views of
these three boxes for each plot, but with double the spatial
resolution.

[33] Region A is the Southern U.S. interface to the Gulf
of Mexico. In this region, there is a minimal dropoff in
flash density across the land-sea boundary. The peak current
magnitude GM shows a slight enhancement over the ocean,
particularly in the eastern half of the region. The increase in
the GM in the southwest corner is spatially coincident with
a decrease in flash density, so it is unclear if this enhance-
ment is physical or due to a drop in DE. The 95th percentile
plot shows a more dramatic average increase in values over
the gulf. The separation between the 95th percentile values
on the land and sea side of the coastline is not complete.
Nevertheless, there are only small pockets over the land with
a peak current 95th percentile value above 80 kA, and the
majority of distributions over the ocean have a value higher
than this level. Also, the contours to larger (>80 kA) 95th
percentile values span �100 km on either side of the coast-
line, which is consistent with the soft boundary to larger
peak current averages noted in earlier studies. The mod-
est increase in the GM, contrasted with the larger increase
in the 95th percentile, indicates that the tail of the peak
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Figure 9. Peak current distribution parameters for regions
A–C indexed by stroke order. (a) Number of detected events
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current distribution for events detected over the ocean versus
those detected over land.

current magnitude distribution is shifted more dramatically
compared to the center of the distribution.

[34] Region B encompasses the southern coastline of
Western Africa. In this region, the flash density shows an
overall drop over the ocean, though there are some regions
over the ocean that have the same average flash density as
over land. The sharp gradient in flash rates along the coast-
line suggests that this drop is not due to a gradient in DE. As
with region A, the 95th percentile values increase over the
ocean, but the gradients to higher values follow the coast-
line much more closely. In contrast to region A, the GM also
increases by a substantial amount over the ocean, with a tran-
sition to higher values closely following the entire coastline.
Over most of the domain, the GM increases by�15 kA over
the ocean, and the 95th percentile increases by �40–50 kA.
The separation of the peak current distributions between the
oceanic region and the terrestrial region is nearly complete:
Most of the oceanic region shows a GM (95th percentile)
over 30 kA (130 kA), and all oceanic regions are above
25 kA (100 kA). Over land, most of the region has a peak
current GM (95th percentile) below 20 kA (80 kA), and all
land areas are less than 25 kA (100 kA).

[35] Region C covers the northwest region of Borneo and
the South China Sea. This region shows a more diffuse flash

rate boundary on the coastline, and the flash rate increases
again in the northwest corner (over the ocean) of the analy-
sis window. In contrast, the GM and 95th percentile values
of the peak current distributions increase sharply along the
coastline, similar to the sharp increase in region B.

[36] We now investigate the dependence of this observed
enhancement in the peak current distribution on stroke order
for negative flashes over the ocean. Figure 9 shows accu-
mulated statistics partitioned by stroke order over both the
terrestrial and oceanic areas from regions A, B, and C.
Figure 9a shows the distribution of detected events. In all
three regions, there were more flashes (first strokes) detected
over land, as is meteorologically expected and as is apparent
from the first column in Figure 8. Also, the slope of the event
count distributions with respect to stroke order is lower over
the ocean. It is unclear if this result is due to a true change in
stroke order distribution over the ocean, better DE in these
regions due to propagation over salt water, or a higher inci-
dence of large cloud pulses that are interpreted as strokes in
the same flash. Figure 9b shows the 95th percentile and the
GM of the measured peak current magnitude for events over
land. The lower peak current distribution in region A may
be due to a higher DE in that region compared to regions B
and C. Figure 9c shows the percent increase in the GM and
95th percentiles of the peak current distributions for oceanic
lightning compared to terrestrial lightning in regions A–C.
In all three cases, the relative increase in both metrics was
greatest for the first detected event in the flash. In region A,
the 95th percentile (GM) increases over the ocean dropped
from 65% (22%) to 25% (12%) between the first and second
detected strokes. Region B showed the largest increase in the
95th percentile (GM) over the ocean of 121% (88%). The
increase over the ocean dropped to 48% for both metrics for
the second stroke. Region C had the lowest percentage drops
between the first and second stroke, from a 95th percentile
(GM) of 75% (43%) to 35% (30%).

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[37] Our results show for the first time that the observed

enhancement of negative estimated peak currents seen near
the U.S. coastline is a global phenomenon. Since earlier
observations of this enhancement relied on continental scale
networks, it is possible that previous results were in part due
to network effects. Using 1 year of data from the long-range
GLD360 data set, which we compared to the NLDN network
over the same time period, we demonstrated that this peak
current enhancement is not due to network effects alone.
Further research into the differences between the attachment
processes in terrestrial and oceanic lightning is needed to
determine the cause of this enhancement.

[38] As mentioned above, the observed peak current dis-
tribution in a given region is the result of the true peak
current and the network’s detection efficiency as a function
of that current. A distribution skewed toward higher values,
therefore, may be due to a decrease in DE for lower peak
current events. This paper does not introduce a normaliza-
tion factor to account for such a decrease in DE. Thus, the
higher GM and 95th percentile of the observed peak current
in the interior of the oceans may be in part due to a decrease
in DE. However, in such a long-range network, there is no
network-intrinsic or otherwise physical reason for a large
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change in DE at a land-sea boundary. Also, the average
sensor baselines are several times longer than the width of
the analysis windows, and so differential propagation effects
should not change as drastically. We conclude, therefore,
that the observed enhancement of the signals from negative
flashes over the oceans is a real physical phenomenon. Fur-
thermore, for very large events, the DE is more uniform, and
so the distribution of very large peak current events shown
in Figures 6 and 7 is not likely to be greatly affected by this
unequal DE.

[39] We reiterate that the peak current calibration for first
strokes is less certain than for subsequent strokes in exist-
ing channels, so the absolute values reported here for the
peak current of first detected strokes may be less accurate.
Strokes preceded by stepped leaders have different attach-
ment and return stroke dynamics [Borghetti et al., 2003;
Bazelyan and Chichinskiy, 2009], and so the empirical cor-
rection factor derived for the NLDN from rocket-triggered
experiments and, by extension, GLD360, do not necessarily
translate to actual peak currents of first strokes. Furthermore,
peak current estimates for NLDN have only been validated
for subsequent strokes with peak current magnitudes less
than �45 kA [Jerauld et al., 2005; Nag et al., 2011], and
linearity is assumed for strokes with a larger peak current.
Nevertheless, regardless of the true calibration factor, these
results demonstrate a relative enhancement of radiated field
from first strokes in negative oceanic lightning as compared
to terrestrial lightning.

[40] In general, we expect that the lack of knowing the
specific type of stroke will weaken the difference between
peak current distributions for terrestrial and oceanic regions.
Without better event type classification, the average peak
current, calculated using the range-normalized peak mag-
netic field values, will mix measurements of CG strokes
and cloud pulses. However, since cloud pulses generate
lower amplitudes in the VLF band on average [Cummins
and Murphy, 2009] and the land-sea differences are not
expected to play a major role for cloud pulses, the inclusion
of cloud pulses in our results should only weaken the differ-
ence between the distributions of oceanic and land sources.
For example, a higher cloud DE in region A may partially
explain the lack of increase in the GM over the ocean relative
to the enhancement seen in regions B and C. We have mit-
igated this mixing effect by filtering out all positive events:
Small positive events are much more likely to correspond
to cloud pulses, and so this filtering preferentially isolates
CG strokes.

[41] The results presented herein are consistent, though
not as dramatic, as the lack of enhancement in subsequent
strokes in the same channel shown in Cummins et al. [2005].
Figure 9 shows a sharp decrease, on the order of 55%-60%,
of the 95th percentile in the peak current magnitude distribu-
tion over the oceans between the first detected event and all
subsequent events. The GM drop was more modest, ranging
from 30% to 45% across the three regions, which is consis-
tent with our observation that the tail of the distribution is
enhanced more over the oceans than the center of the dis-
tribution. Since GLD360 does not distinguish between CG
and cloud pulses, some of the first strokes may be misclas-
sified cloud pulses. It is also possible that these higher peak
current events consist of subsequent strokes that form new
oceanic contact points, particularly if the apparent increase

in peak current is due to the attachment mechanism of
negative stepped leaders. Using video recordings of 39 neg-
ative CG flashes over land and stroke data from the NLDN,
Stall et al. [2009] found that 48% of all subsequent strokes
formed new ground contacts (NGC). Of all observed strokes
forming NGC, 59% had stroke order 2, and another 27% had
stroke order 3. This pattern of NGC incidence versus stroke
order is qualitatively similar to the decrease in the percent
increase of the GM over the ocean for stroke orders 2 and
3 in regions A–C (Figure 9c). Further research is needed to
establish if the occurrence of new contact points is similarly
distributed versus stroke order over the ocean. The same
study found that only 14% of NGC in subsequent strokes
had stroke order of 4 or greater. This result is not consis-
tent with the residual percent increase for the higher stroke
order events, which is �10% for region A and �20%–30%
for regions B and C.

[42] A visual comparison between Figure 4a and the
annualized distribution of total lightning activity shown in
Figure 4 in Christian et al. [2003] gives a rough indepen-
dent validation of GLD360’s location accuracy and detection
efficiency performance. Sharp gradients in flash density
common to both plots that follow a land-sea interface,
such as along the northeast Brazilian coastline, suggest that
GLD360’s location accuracy is not heavily impacted by a
transition from land to salt water. The band of enhanced flash
rates in central Brazil shows 20–30 flashes � km–2 � yr–1 in
Christian et al. [2003], and 2.6–5.1 flashes � km–2 � yr–1 in
Figure 4a. Assuming a 3:1 ratio of cloud flashes to ground
flashes and assuming GLD360 primarily detects ground
flashes, this ratio translates to �52%–68% ground flash DE,
consistent with previous validation studies.
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